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Emergence of voids in cosmology. Early Emergence of voids in cosmology. Early 
conceptsconcepts

JoeveerJoeveer, , EinastoEinasto (1978)(1978)

Gregory, Thompson (1978)Gregory, Thompson (1978)

KirschnerKirschner et al. (1981)et al. (1981)

Compilation and analysis of large Compilation and analysis of large redshiftredshift surveys  surveys  

at the end of 1970at the end of 1970--s revealed giant structures: s revealed giant structures: 

superclusterssuperclusters and large voids in between.and large voids in between.





Void N-body simulations with very high mass resolution
(~2*10^6 Mo on DM particles) comes back to Gottlöber et al 
(2003). Void as the Universe in miniature



Overlapping and magnification of various spatial scale disturbanOverlapping and magnification of various spatial scale disturbances: ces: 
EinastoEinasto et al 2011, et al 2011, SuhhonenkoSuhhonenko et al. 2011 results in strong et al. 2011 results in strong 

modulation of galaxymodulation of galaxy--size DM halo formationsize DM halo formation

Large waves (~100 Mpc) form superclusters and large voids, medium waves (~40 Mpc) 
form galaxy chains/filaments, short waves (< 10 Mpc) form galaxies and groups/clusters: rich 

near maximums of large waves, poor near a minimum of large waves. No galaxy formation 
takes place near minimums of large and medium waves, since the overall density is here 

below the mean density level. 



GottloeberGottloeber et  al. 2003.  Radial densityet  al. 2003.  Radial density profileprofile
in model voidsin model voids



Summary of void propertiesSummary of void properties

�� SizesSizes.. For voids delineated by massive galaxiesFor voids delineated by massive galaxies (L > L*, or(L > L*, or M_B < M_B < --20)20), , 
their sizes fall in the rangetheir sizes fall in the range of Dof D ~15~15 ---- 70 70 МпкМпк ((SDSS).SDSS). When lowerWhen lower--mass mass 
objects are considered, the similarity takes placeobjects are considered, the similarity takes place. . Namely, the larger Namely, the larger 
(model)(model) voids voids are split into smaller are split into smaller voids byvoids by internalinternal filamentsfilaments. . 

�� DensitiesDensities in void centersin void centers rho ~(1/20rho ~(1/20--1/5)<rho> .1/5)<rho> . WithinWithin the Local the Local 
VolumeVolume ((R < R < 77 МпкМпк)): very small voids: very small voids ((D ~1D ~1----3 3 MpcMpc), ), devoid ofdevoid of galaxies galaxies 
withwith M_B < M_B < --10 (10 (TikhonovTikhonov & & KarachentsevKarachentsev 2006).2006).

�� Forms of voids: Forms of voids: in generalin general -- elongatedelongated.  .  Small voidsSmall voids –– more elongatedmore elongated. . 
Large voids are closer to sphericalLarge voids are closer to spherical..

�� Properties of voids Properties of voids depend ondepend on the environment densitythe environment density. . InIn regions of regions of 
higher mean densityhigher mean density voids are smallervoids are smaller..

�� There is a largeThere is a large density gradientdensity gradient from  a void center to its boundariesfrom  a void center to its boundaries: : 
the main mass of void galaxies is expected to be in the layer ofthe main mass of void galaxies is expected to be in the layer of ~(0.8~(0.8--1) 1) 
R_voidR_void..



Voids, walls and filaments are a natural outcome of evolution ofVoids, walls and filaments are a natural outcome of evolution of
cosmic web due to gravitation. cosmic web due to gravitation. 

Many groups during the last decade advanced in web dynamics Many groups during the last decade advanced in web dynamics 
simulation, including  voidssimulation, including  voids

““HorizonHorizon--MareNostrumMareNostrum”” PichonPichon,  ,  PogosyanPogosyan et al.et al.

2011, MN, 418, 2493 2011, MN, 418, 2493 ““Rigging dark haloes:  why is Rigging dark haloes:  why is 
hierarchical galaxy formation consistent with the insidehierarchical galaxy formation consistent with the inside--out out 
buildbuild--up of thin discs?up of thin discs?””

““Horizon 4pieHorizon 4pie”” CodisCodis, , PichonPichon et al. 2012, MN, 427, 3320et al. 2012, MN, 427, 3320

Connecting the cosmic web to the spin of dark haloes: Connecting the cosmic web to the spin of dark haloes: 
implications for galaxy formationimplications for galaxy formation

““CosmoGridCosmoGrid”” RiederRieder, , v.d.Weygaertv.d.Weygaert et al. 2013, MN, 435, 222,  et al. 2013, MN, 435, 222,  
““Assembly of filamentary void galaxy configurationAssembly of filamentary void galaxy configuration””



““CosmoGridCosmoGrid”” RiederRieder, , v.d.Weygaertv.d.Weygaert et al. 2013, MN, 435, 222 et al. 2013, MN, 435, 222 
““Assembly of filamentary void galaxy configurationAssembly of filamentary void galaxy configuration””

Model the elongated triplet Model the elongated triplet 

VGSVGS--31 near the void 31 near the void 

centre. centre. 

Resolution: Resolution: 

~1.2*10^5 Mo/CDM particle~1.2*10^5 Mo/CDM particle

2048^3 particles2048^3 particles

Left: positions of 8 examined Left: positions of 8 examined 

halos  with respect to CDM halos  with respect to CDM 

structure  in the whole cube structure  in the whole cube 

with the size of ~30 with the size of ~30 ММpcpc

Right: DM density Right: DM density 

distribution near 8 distribution near 8 

examined halos (M > examined halos (M > 

10^9 Mo) in a cube with 10^9 Mo) in a cube with 

size of 1.3 size of 1.3 MpcMpc..



RiederRieder et al. 2013. et al. 2013. ““Assembly of filamentary void galaxy configurationAssembly of filamentary void galaxy configuration””.  .  

Left:Left: evolution of structure of CDM web for  two model haloes in a evolution of structure of CDM web for  two model haloes in a 
void (z=3.7 to 0.0) in cube of 3 void (z=3.7 to 0.0) in cube of 3 ММpcpc; ; 

Right:Right: space distribution and velocities of 4 model haloesspace distribution and velocities of 4 model haloes
and their environments in a cube of ~0.6 and their environments in a cube of ~0.6 MpcMpc. Triplets reside in thing . Triplets reside in thing 
walls  (0.6 walls  (0.6 МрсМрс).  Filaments are already formed at z~1.6. They all are ).  Filaments are already formed at z~1.6. They all are 

short (L< 6 short (L< 6 MpcMpc) and thing (D < 0.6 ) and thing (D < 0.6 MpcMpc).).



Void galaxy propertiesVoid galaxy properties: : observational statusobservational status

In the recent years (SDSS+2dFGRS)In the recent years (SDSS+2dFGRS),, data on ~10^6 galaxies withdata on ~10^6 galaxies with known known 
V_rV_r =>=> LARGELARGE (40(40--660 0 MpcMpc)) distantdistant voidsvoids and their galaxiesand their galaxies are are 
studied onstudied on largelarge, , but rather but rather shallowshallow samples samples ((M_B <~M_B <~--17): 17): global global 
parameters, parameters, without data on evolutionarywithout data on evolutionary status.status.

Void Galaxy Survey (Void Galaxy Survey (HI@VLA,WSRT+opticsHI@VLA,WSRT+optics): van de ): van de WeygaertWeygaert et al. et al. 
2011, 2011, KreckelKreckel+ 2009+ 2009--2012, Beygu+20132012, Beygu+2013--2016. In large void 2016. In large void centrescentres, but , but 
still rather luminous: still rather luminous: M_rM_r < < --16.  Rich HI structures, +companions + 16.  Rich HI structures, +companions + 
bluerbluer



Fresh void model study  (AragonFresh void model study  (Aragon--CalvoCalvo & & SzalaySzalay, 2013), 2013)

* Contrary to the common view,  voids have very complex  interna* Contrary to the common view,  voids have very complex  internal structure and l structure and 
dynamics.  The structure hierarchy is related  to the similar hidynamics.  The structure hierarchy is related  to the similar hierarchy in the velocity erarchy in the velocity 
field. field. 

*   Voids have 3*   Voids have 3--level hierarchy with distribution of radii peaked at  R ~11, 8, level hierarchy with distribution of radii peaked at  R ~11, 8, 6  6  MpcMpc.  .  
Respective bordering  galaxies have Respective bordering  galaxies have M_rM_r = = --20, 20, --18, 18, --16.16.

*  Velocity field inside voids is laminar and is defined by larg*  Velocity field inside voids is laminar and is defined by large scales ( > 5 e scales ( > 5 MpcMpc). Residual ). Residual 
velocity fluctuations at scales  of <~ 1.5 velocity fluctuations at scales  of <~ 1.5 MpcMpc are one order of magnitude lower then are one order of magnitude lower then 
those on the scale of the whole void (~10those on the scale of the whole void (~10--20 km/s).20 km/s).

*  Motions on the whole void scale do not affect dynamics of  vo*  Motions on the whole void scale do not affect dynamics of  void halos. id halos. 

Coherent laminar flows at small scales feed halos and define Coherent laminar flows at small scales feed halos and define their properties. Low rate their properties. Low rate 
anisotropic accretion is an efficient feeding mechanism which caanisotropic accretion is an efficient feeding mechanism which can sustain for a long n sustain for a long 
time.  This gives a natural explanation of the unusual propertietime.  This gives a natural explanation of the unusual properties of  void galaxies. s of  void galaxies. 

*  Voids give us a unique opportunity to probe the structure and*  Voids give us a unique opportunity to probe the structure and dynamics of dynamics of 
the early Universe at small scales via observations of nearby gathe early Universe at small scales via observations of nearby galaxies.laxies.



AragonAragon--CalvoCalvo & & SzalaySzalay ““The The hierachicalhierachical structure and structure and 
dynamics of voidsdynamics of voids”” , , 2013, MNRAS2013, MNRAS

Sect.2.4  Sect.2.4  Voids as cosmic microscopes and Voids as cosmic microscopes and 
time machines time machines 

CDM halo massesCDM halo masses: M_min~(1: M_min~(1--4) 4) 
*10^10 Mo *10^10 Mo 

=>  =>  M_bary_minM_bary_min ~(2~(2--5)*10^9 Mo 5)*10^9 Mo 

Only ~10% the largest galaxies in the Only ~10% the largest galaxies in the 
nearby  Lynxnearby  Lynx--Cancer  void  (Cancer  void  (PustilnikPustilnik, , 
Martin, 2016).Martin, 2016).

Need mass resolutionNeed mass resolution 11--2 order higher2 order higher



Void galaxies simulationsVoid galaxies simulations
�� (Very few) N(Very few) N--bodybody simulationssimulations:: lowlow--mass mass 

galaxies galaxies in voids differ in voids differ from their analogsfrom their analogs in a in a 

more typicalmore typical environmentsenvironments ((colourscolours, , typestypes, , SFR) SFR) 

((HoeftHoeft et al. 2006, et al. 2006, HoeftHoeft & & GottloeberGottloeber 2010; 2010; 

KreckelKreckel et al. 2011).et al. 2011).

�� Formation of DM haloes and galaxies in regions Formation of DM haloes and galaxies in regions 

ofof lower density might be difficultlower density might be difficult andand//oror

delayeddelayed ((EinastoEinasto et al. 2011)et al. 2011)



Cold accretion as an evolution factorCold accretion as an evolution factor

* Galaxy interactions are recognized long ago as an accelerating* Galaxy interactions are recognized long ago as an accelerating factor factor 

of galaxy evolution.of galaxy evolution.

* Last decade, theory and simulations revealed * Last decade, theory and simulations revealed ((BirnboimBirnboim & & DekelDekel 2004, 2004, KeresKeres

et al. 2005, Sanchez Almeida et al. 2014, et al. 2005, Sanchez Almeida et al. 2014, CeverinoCeverino et al. 2015) et al. 2015) that accretion of DM flow that accretion of DM flow 

mixed with baryon matter is an important factor of secular evolumixed with baryon matter is an important factor of secular evolution, in cases tion, in cases 

when the effect  of when the effect  of gg--gg interactions is minimized.interactions is minimized.

* Field and especially void regions are the most suitable. To da* Field and especially void regions are the most suitable. To date, only indirect te, only indirect 

evidences are known (tadpole evidences are known (tadpole BCGsBCGs with reduced O/H in the head) or various with reduced O/H in the head) or various 

hints based on HI maps.hints based on HI maps.

* According to simulations, accretion is expected to occur in 'w* According to simulations, accretion is expected to occur in 'wide' streams ide' streams 

related to the filaments of DM.   related to the filaments of DM.   



RelaitionRelaition to multito multi--spin phenomenonspin phenomenon

MultiMulti--spin objects are thought to be a result of past galaxy interactispin objects are thought to be a result of past galaxy interactions (e.g. ons (e.g. 

minor mergers with nonminor mergers with non--paralparal. spins).  One of the options is accretion of . spins).  One of the options is accretion of 

clump (blob)  from IGM. This gas is not quasiclump (blob)  from IGM. This gas is not quasi--homogeneouoshomogeneouos but but 

belongs to DM filaments and walls. Hence, one expects the accretbelongs to DM filaments and walls. Hence, one expects the accretion to ion to 

be anisotropic and related to the adjacent filament direction.be anisotropic and related to the adjacent filament direction.

Direct identification  of cold accretion events can be helpful fDirect identification  of cold accretion events can be helpful for several or several 

areas, including multiareas, including multi--spin galaxy studies. spin galaxy studies. 

Voids seem to be the most suitable regions where one has the minVoids seem to be the most suitable regions where one has the minimal imal 

confusion due to gal.confusion due to gal.--gal. interactions. gal. interactions. 

It is tempting to find some traces of accretion events. It is tempting to find some traces of accretion events. 

Among the goals of the ongoing HI mapping of LynxAmong the goals of the ongoing HI mapping of Lynx--Cancer void gasCancer void gas--rich rich 

subsample.subsample.



DwarfsDwarfs in voidsin voids: : needneed in a close volumein a close volume

Motivated by our study of very metalMotivated by our study of very metal--poor poor BCGsBCGs and finding many of and finding many of 

them residing in them residing in ‘‘voidvoid’’--type environment, we turn to study more type environment, we turn to study more 

common dwarf galaxy evolution in voids common dwarf galaxy evolution in voids ��

To study fainter galaxiesTo study fainter galaxies ((M_B ~ M_B ~ --1212 …… --16), 16), having typical having typical redshiftredshift

survey  apparent mag. limit of survey  apparent mag. limit of 

B~B~1818----18.5, 18.5, one one needsneeds to deal to deal with surroundingswith surroundings of the Local Volumeof the Local Volume. 6 . 6 

small voids at small voids at DD <~15 <~15 MpcMpc are known are known ((FairallFairall, , 1998) + the large Local 1998) + the large Local 

Void (Tully+2008).  Void (Tully+2008).  

A new nearbyA new nearby void invoid in LynxLynx--CancerCancer (D~18 (D~18 MpcMpc) ) isis the most suitable to the most suitable to 

study lowstudy low--mass galaxies.mass galaxies. ItIt isis well covered bywell covered by SDSS + blindSDSS + blind HI survey HI survey 

ALFALFAALFALFA. . ResultsResults ofof itsits galaxygalaxy samplesample studystudy areare presentedpresented inin ourour moremore

thanthan 10 10 paperspapers. . 



LynxLynx--Cancer  void  projected Cancer  void  projected on on 
the structuresthe structures of the Local Volumeof the Local Volume



Nearby voids dwarf samples  Nearby voids dwarf samples  ((PustilnikPustilnik, , MakarovMakarov, , 
TepliakovaTepliakova, in preparation)., in preparation).

Left: Left: 3D view of updated version of the Lynx3D view of updated version of the Lynx--Cancer void region;Cancer void region;
Right: Right: close part of the Local Void regionclose part of the Local Void region



Void galaxy sample parameters.  Summary.Void galaxy sample parameters.  Summary.

�� 108108 galaxiesgalaxies with M_B [with M_B [--9.6,9.6,--18.4], a half  are 18.4], a half  are LSBDsLSBDs.  Faint galaxies.  Faint galaxies deficiency :  deficiency :  
lose ~> 5lose ~> 500 with  M_B  [with  M_B  [--13.5 to 13.5 to --10] due to observational selection effects. 10] due to observational selection effects. ((PustilnikPustilnik, , 
TepliakovaTepliakova 2011, + in prep.)2011, + in prep.)

�� SAO 6m (BTA) SAO 6m (BTA) and and SDSS spectra, determination of  SDSS spectra, determination of  O/H forO/H for 8181 void void 
galaxies.galaxies. Void galaxiesVoid galaxies show show lower  O/H valueslower  O/H values (by ~37% in average)(by ~37% in average)
withwith respectrespect of similar lateof similar late--type galaxies type galaxies fromfrom denserdenser environments.environments.

�� A A sizablesizable fraction  of  the Lynxfraction  of  the Lynx--Cancer void galaxiesCancer void galaxies

(10(10--15%)15%) displaydisplay unusualunusual evolutionary propertiesevolutionary properties::

** EightEight galaxies with  the lowest galaxies with  the lowest metallicitiesmetallicities:: 7.03 7.03 < 12+log(O/H) <~7.3< 12+log(O/H) <~7.355, , 
which are  which are  22----7 7 timestimes lower lower than the expected than the expected for their luminosities; for their luminosities; 

** Part of them Part of them have no tracershave no tracers of ubiquitous old populationof ubiquitous old population in in outerouter parts parts 
((PerepelitsynaPerepelitsyna, , PustilnikPustilnik, , KniazevKniazev 2014)2014) ..

Two faint Two faint LSBDsLSBDs without O/H  also are blue (T~1without O/H  also are blue (T~1--4 4 GyrGyr). All these unusual ). All these unusual 
galaxies are very galaxies are very gasgas--richrich: : Mgas/Mbary~Mgas/Mbary~0.920.92--0.9970.997 (10 (10 objectsobjects))



Lower Lower O/H O/H in in LynxLynx--CancerCancer void galaxies (void galaxies (PustilnikPustilnik, , 
PerepelitsynaPerepelitsyna, , KniazevKniazev,, 2016, MNRAS, 463, 670.)2016, MNRAS, 463, 670.)

Comparison of Comparison of O/H for LynxO/H for Lynx--
Cancer  void galaxies withCancer  void galaxies with similarsimilar
objects of the Local Volumeobjects of the Local Volume atat
relationrelation ““O/H O/H vsvs M_BM_B”” (Berg et (Berg et 
al. 2012al. 2012))

�� Systematical shiftSystematical shift to the lower to the lower 
O/H of void galaxies by ~0.O/H of void galaxies by ~0.1515 dexdex
on on log(Olog(O/H) (~37%)  /H) (~37%)  

�� HalfHalf--dozen dwarfs have very low dozen dwarfs have very low 
O/H, unusual blue O/H, unusual blue colourscolours and are and are 
extremely rich in gas extremely rich in gas 
((PerepelitsynaPerepelitsyna et al. 2014et al. 2014).  ).  

�� Evolution of dwarfs in voids is Evolution of dwarfs in voids is 
slower than in denser environment.slower than in denser environment.



Extremely gasExtremely gas--rich LSBD tripletrich LSBD triplet
J0723+36 near the LynxJ0723+36 near the Lynx--Cancer void centreCancer void centre

Three Three LSBDsLSBDs with the ratio with the ratio 

M(HI)/L_B=2.9, 10, and 24; M(HI)/L_B=2.9, 10, and 24; 

Star mass fraction (for 2 most Star mass fraction (for 2 most 

gasgas--rich): rich): 

M*/M*/M_gasM_gas ~0.002. ~0.002. 

Their Their V_rotV_rot ~49, 30 & 16 km/s,~49, 30 & 16 km/s,

M_bar~(32,13,4)*10^7 Mo M_bar~(32,13,4)*10^7 Mo 



One more gasOne more gas--rich triplet near the void centre: UGC rich triplet near the void centre: UGC 
3672(ABC) 3672(ABC) 

ChengalurChengalur, , PustilnikPustilnik, , EgorovaEgorova, 2016, 2016
Comp.AComp.A: very LSB,  MHI/L_B=17, M_B=: very LSB,  MHI/L_B=17, M_B=--12.5; 12.5; 

M_bar~3*10^8 Mo M_bar~3*10^8 Mo 
M*/M*/M_gasM_gas ~0.002, O/H~1/45 (O/~0.002, O/H~1/45 (O/H_sunH_sun))



Isolated void LSB dwarfs with disturbed HI Isolated void LSB dwarfs with disturbed HI 
morphology and kinematicsmorphology and kinematics ((ChengalurChengalur et al. In et al. In 

preparation) preparation) 
Left: Left: J0737+4724J0737+4724, right: , right: J0926+3343J0926+3343



Filaments in nearby voids: relation to galaxy properties Filaments in nearby voids: relation to galaxy properties 
(ongoing project). ((ongoing project). (PustilnikPustilnik, , TepliakovaTepliakova, , MakarovMakarov 2016)2016)

Right: sky projection of the whole void sampleRight: sky projection of the whole void sample
Left: part of the distance cut at d~10 Left: part of the distance cut at d~10 MpcMpc with found filaments with found filaments 



Void galaxy spins and orbits with respect of void filaments (froVoid galaxy spins and orbits with respect of void filaments (from m 

Minimal spanning tree on ~100 void galaxies and aggregates Minimal spanning tree on ~100 void galaxies and aggregates –– in in 
progress).progress).

GasGas--rich triplet J0723+36rich triplet J0723+36



Void galaxies HI maps Void galaxies HI maps vsvs filamentsfilaments



Filaments in nearby voids: relation to galaxy Filaments in nearby voids: relation to galaxy 
properties and spins (preliminary results). properties and spins (preliminary results). 

Center: part of the distance cut at d~10 Center: part of the distance cut at d~10 MpcMpc with filamentswith filaments
Left:  Isolated void LSBD  J0737+4717 w/disturbed outer gas. Left:  Isolated void LSBD  J0737+4717 w/disturbed outer gas. Right: UGC3501 Right: UGC3501 

and KKH38 w/disturbed HI and misaligned HI and stellar discsand KKH38 w/disturbed HI and misaligned HI and stellar discs



ConclusionsConclusions

1. An exiting theoretical finding on the role of 1. An exiting theoretical finding on the role of voids as cosmicvoids as cosmic microscopes and time microscopes and time 

machinesmachines (Aragon(Aragon--CalvoCalvo, , SzalaySzalay, 2013)  stimulates further detailed study of nearby void , 2013)  stimulates further detailed study of nearby void 

galaxies . galaxies . 

2. This concept can 2. This concept can explain the existence in voids of population ofexplain the existence in voids of population of ''unevolvedunevolved' galaxies' galaxies, , 

discovered by us independently. Due to the strong effect of obsediscovered by us independently. Due to the strong effect of observational selection (for rvational selection (for 

faint faint LSBDsLSBDs), we have found only the top of iceberg.), we have found only the top of iceberg.

3.  Properties of the lowest mass galaxies in voids were unknown3.  Properties of the lowest mass galaxies in voids were unknown till the recent years. We till the recent years. We 

just begin to do the first steps in their study.just begin to do the first steps in their study.

Hidden very gasHidden very gas--richrich and small mass dwarf population can exist in and small mass dwarf population can exist in 

voids (voids (M_barM_bar ~3*10^7 Mo and less) and relate to void filaments.~3*10^7 Mo and less) and relate to void filaments.

Need in a larger statistics, other voids and more detailed simulNeed in a larger statistics, other voids and more detailed simulations.ations.

4.  Study of  deep large samples in the nearby voids allows one 4.  Study of  deep large samples in the nearby voids allows one to identify to identify their filamentary their filamentary 

structures, traces of gas accretionstructures, traces of gas accretion and to check small galaxy  properties at early epochs and to check small galaxy  properties at early epochs 

–– task for SKA.task for SKA.



ConclusionsConclusions

�� HI maps of isolated faint dwarfs in  nearby HI maps of isolated faint dwarfs in  nearby 

voids  show frequent rather strong voids  show frequent rather strong 

disturbances in outer parts of HI disc and/or disturbances in outer parts of HI disc and/or 

other peculiarities.other peculiarities.

�� Coupled with information on void filaments Coupled with information on void filaments 

and other  data, they add the important and other  data, they add the important 

dimension for study of cold accretion.dimension for study of cold accretion.



Thank you for attention!Thank you for attention!


